
About Formula5’s Azure Landing Zone 8-Week Implementation & Introduction to CAF

At Formula5 we breathe with Microsoft Azure. Our team has extensive experience in Cloud Adoption Framework 

delivery forged through successfully executing large Azure migrations. Collaborating with our highly-skilled 

professionals, who comprehensively understand cloud aspects—from Planning and Migrating to Securing, 

Governing, Operating, and Managing Costs - is crucial for maintaining a well-organized cloud environment. 

What we offer

First step

Our team of experts will provide you with an overview of the Microsoft Cloud Adoption Framework (CAF). 

This comprehensive lifecycle framework is designed to empower cloud architects, IT professionals, and business 

decision-makers in achieving successful cloud adoption. It offers proven guidance, best practices, and tools 

across each phase of your cloud journey. 

Second step

Our Architects precisely design and deploy your Azure Landing Zone. Upon completion, you’ll possess an 

Azure environment optimized for enterprise applications—whether they’re migrated from existing on-premises 

setups or brand-new cloud initiatives.

Accelerate Your
Azure Journey
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Swiftly establish a fully functional Azure environment meticulously 
tailored to your unique requirements. 
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Azure Landing Zone step

Implementation include:
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Requirements Gathering Workshop: Engage in an 

onsite or online workshop where we analyze your needs 

and identify ‘standard’ Velocity Landing Zone 

components.

Design Workshop: Presenting our proposed solution, 

we seek your approval before proceeding with 

implementation.

Design Authority Approvals: We assist with approvals 

and sessions to ensure alignment with your vision.

High-Level Design Documents: Receive comprehensive 

design documentation.

Build Hub & Spoke Subscriptions: Following Azure 

Enterprise Scaffold best practices, we construct Hub & 

Spoke Subscriptions using Infrastructure as Code (IaC).

Build Hub Subscription: Customize your Hub with your 

preferred Network Virtual Appliance (NVA) firewall(s), 

configured for secure internet edge and network traffic 

segregation.

Project Management: We meticulously manage the 

entire process onsite or/and online, leveraging Microsoft 

Teams and other tools for seamless collaboration.

Tailored Handover Sessions: Our handover sessions 

ensure a smooth transition, including comprehensive 

build documentation.

Outcome

Upon successful engagement, you’ll possess an 

operational knowledge of CAF and Azure environment 

primed for new or migrated workloads. 

We want to make it easier for 

organizations to adopt cloud

technology

Microsoft Azure is an ever-expanding set 

of cloud computing services to help your 

organization meet its business 

challenges. With Azure, your business or 

organization has the freedom to build, 

manage, and deploy applications on a 

massive, global network using your 

preferred tools and frameworks.

Learn more at 

www.azure.com
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